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San Diego, CA, February 12-15, 2012

Strategies. Connections. Solutions…Everything Under the Sun…

B

ecause we know you have a busy
schedule, we thought we’d let you
know where we’re going to be during
the meeting so that we can connect.
We hope we’ll get “to visit” at one or all of
these events:
Monday, February 13th: Bright and early
from 7a-8a our Policyholders, Board, and
Shareholders are invited to join us for a special
“Thank You” 30th Anniversary celebration
breakfast. It is invitation only and you must
respond to the invitation that you received
by Jan. 20th so that we can have enough food
and fabulous goodies for everyone. Contact
Marilyn at MAB@telcominsgrp.com, if
you have questions. (Ballroom G-I in the
Manchester Hyatt on the 2nd floor)

6301 Ivy Lane, Suite 506
Greenbelt, MD 20770

Tuesday, February 14th: TIG’s Board of
Directors meets from 8am-11am (Edward
“C” on the 2nd Floor of the Manchester Hyatt)
and the Expo opens. We’re at booth #204.
We’d love to say “hi” and visit with you. Since
it’s our 30th Anniversary of providing business
insurance and risk management solutions for
the NTCA membership, we’ll have drawings
at the booth with items involving “pearls”
which is the traditional gift for the 30th
anniversary. Stop by for a chance to win.
Exact locations and times are subject to
modification. So, please be sure to check
out the program when you arrive for the
specifics and pick up one of the tote bags
that we sponsored. We look forward to this
opportunity to see so many of our Telcom
family members and to get acquainted with
some new ones too.
Safe travels to sunny San Diego.
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Presidential Matters
By Peter J. Elliott, CPCU

H

appy New Year! What is a resolution?
According to Wikipedia, a New Year’s
resolution is a commitment that a
person makes to one or more lasting personal
goals, projects, or the reforming of a habit.
This goal must be reached by the next New
Year. Keep in mind that this is a goal, not a
wish, and should be something that you, as a
person, could strive for.

I am writing this on January 3rd, 2012 and by
the time this newsletter gets published and is
received by you it will be late January or even
early February. So, when I ask these questions
I realize that your answer may have been
different when I was writing this versus what
they are now when you are reading this article.
Did you have a New Year’s resolution? If you
answered yes, have you kept it?
Good news, if you did not achieve your goal
you are not alone but instead in the company
of the majority. Research, from a study known
as Quirkology, shows that while 52% of
participants in a resolution study group were
confident of success with their goals when they
made them, only 12% actually achieved their
goals. A separate study by Richard Wisemen
from the University of Bristol showed that 78%
of those who set New Year resolutions fail.
Success, if you call it that, came with common
characteristics. Men achieved their goal 22%
more often when they engaged in goal setting,
(a system where small measurable goals are
being set: such as, a pound a week, instead of
saying “lose weight”), while women succeeded
10% more when they made their goals public
and got support from their friends.
While studies say most individuals will not
reach their goals, there does not appear to
be a credible study on how many businesses
achieve their annual goals and that includes
financial, operational, or altruistic ones. Some
businesses are very open with regard to their
goals, but many are not. For purposes of
this article we will focus on financial goals,
and specifically the budgeted bottom line
profit or loss. From my perspective, I have an

opportunity to review financial statements
from businesses that we insure and while they
normally are positive or show profitability
they do not reveal what the goal was for the
business and how close they came to their
budget. With that being said, the fact is that
most, if not all, of our insureds are privately
owned companies, and the financial reporting
of these types of firms is less detailed or
transparent than that of a publicly traded
organization. So, not having additional
information on what they were trying to
achieve, the best we can do is look at financial
ratios and overall profitability to make an
assumption of how successful their year
was. Following someone’s resolutions can be
done out of personal interest, but following
a company’s ability to meet their goals can
have a business application. It most certainly
does to an insurance underwriter who will
try to tie the financial condition of a company
to whether loss possibilities are improved or
worsened by them.
A financial review that looks at profitability
and other positive trending ratios satisfies the
basic insurance needs but it seems to me like
we are missing out on a real opportunity here
and this isn’t just the Telcom Insurance Group,
but the whole insurance industry because
everyone is operating in a similar manner. The
thing missing is a chance to go from insurer
to strategic partners and to be more in tune
with the overall goals of those insured so that
the insurer can be in a position to completely
support them.
Simple financial statement review is part of
the basic insurance renewal approach often
done when coverage is set to expire. Does
your insurance renewal process go something
like this? You get the data collection call and
a brief interview about changes in operations
somewhere between 120 and 90 days before
your insurance expires. When you send your
exposure information into the provider you
may get a few questions, especially if something
has changed dramatically. You may or may not
continued on page 5
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Safety Matters
By Tina M. Wynter

Material Safety Data Sheets

M

aterial
Safety
Data
Sheets
(MSDS) are essential elements of
hazmat management. Chemical
manufacturers and importers are required
by the US Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) to evaluate the
hazards of the chemicals they produce or
import. They must prepare labels and MSDS
to convey the hazardous information to their
customers. OSHA also requires all employers
with hazardous chemicals in their workplaces
to have these labels and MSDS readily
accessible to their exposed workers and train
them to handle the chemicals appropriately.
Maintaining up-to-date MSDS on possibly
hundreds of chemicals found throughout
your facilities is crucial and, at times, can
also be very difficult. For example, hazardous
chemicals can enter a facility without the
safety officers’ or managers’ knowledge, or
manufacturers might update or change a
MSDS and not send a revised version.
The best way to ensure all MSDS are on file
is to do a complete inventory of all chemicals
and hazardous materials. Some organizations
have a safety officer or a purchasing
department, who is in charge of inventory, and
keeps MSDS up-to-date, while others might
have individual maintenance departments do
their own inventory. Either way, to stay on
top of changing inventories and MSDS, these
persons/departments should go through your
facility and get an accurate assessment of what
requires MSDS. Then, you should cross-check
these chemicals with the sheets that are in
your MSDS binder. These periodic inventory
checks should be done at least annually and
will ensure that departments have an up-todate file of MSDS. These sheets also need
to be updated every time a new product or
formula arrives. Manufacturers are required
to provide the MSDS information. Although,
there is not a standard format that they
must provide the information; so, it can

be confusing for the person charged with
keeping it up to date.
Even with regular inventory and a good MSDS
management system, sometimes departments
have trouble receiving an MSDS. Facilities
should have a system for routing MSDS to
the right departments. For example, the
purchasing department can pass the sheets
off to the other departments throughout
the facility when they receive MSDS with
shipments. In any case, every department
should know how important MSDS are and
where they can find the sheets—either in
paper form and/or on the intranet.
As daunting as this process can be, it is
essential for employees’ safety, as well as
regulatory compliance. Facilities run the risk
of an OSHA citation and penalties if all MSDS
are not on site, up-to-date, or if employees do
not know where MSDS are located. OSHA
penalties for each violation start at $7,000 and
can go up depending on the type of violation
(Other-Than Serious, Serious, or Willful).
Penalties can also go down depending on the
employer’s good faith (demonstrated efforts
to comply with the ACT, history of previous
violations, and size of business). In any case,
it’s just best to maintain compliance so you
don’t have to worry about any citation or
penalties.
If you would like more information about
MSDS and compliance visit OSHA’s website
at www.osha.gov. Telcom can also provide
assistance. We have several videos in our
safety video library regarding MSDS. If you
are a policyholder and would like to receive
information to present during your next
safety meeting on this topic, please contact
Tina Wynter at tmw@telcominsgrp.com or
800.222.4664 ext. 3206.

As daunting as
this process can
be, it is essential
for employees’
safety, as well
as regulatory
compliance.
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Claims Matters
By Cheri L. Condee, AU

Claims Reporting: New Ways to Make “Early Reporting”
Easier Than Ever!

O

ver the past 30 years, the Telcom
Claims and Risk Management
team have consistently encouraged
policyholders to report all potential and actual
claims as early as possible. Why would we do
that? The answer is developed through our
years of experience. We believe that the best
way to view a situation is that it is a potential
claim and that it is possible to jeopardize
policy coverage and slow down the claim
investigation process and maybe even hurt the
potential outcome of the claim by failing to
report a situation in a timely way. Our claims
history indicates that early reporting and
prompt intervention by the insurance carrier’s
claims department has a positive impact on
overall claim results.
Some of the advantages that occur as a direct
result of informing an insurer of an incident,
or an actual claim (including suits) as soon as
you have knowledge of it include:
• Claim management from the beginning of a
situation
• Delivery of benefits or loss payments

• Increases the opportunities for early returnto-work and helps avoid litigation
• Results in lower costs to the policyholder

• And, the peace of mind that the claim is
reported, you have fulfilled it, which is your
duty as an insured
We understand that promptly reporting a
claim is one of the most important things a
business can do to help the claims process and
we also understand that filing a claim takes
time and can be stressful. Each carrier listed
offers multiple ways to initiate the claims
process. Use the method, for your carrier,
which you find to be the most convenient for
your company. The carrier is there to help you
make the claims process work for you.

Great American Insurance Companies

• Call the claims reporting center: 877-8361555
• Submit
a
claim
online
through
www.netclaim.net (Register to set-up a
password and gain access: call 860-6837078)
• Email the Loss Notice or State Form to:
tnwclaims@tnwinc.com
• Fax the Loss Notice or State Form:
800-748-6159
• Call: Network Security/Data
(Cyber Risk only): 800-273-7328

Liability

Hartford Insurance Companies

• Call the claims reporting center: 800-3273636
• Fax: 800-347-8197

• Online: www.theHartford.com

Travelers Insurance Companies

• Call the claims reporting center: 800-2386225
• Online: www.Travelers.com
Finally, because we know that it is to the benefit
of your company to make a commitment to
promptly report claims and/or incidents that
may become claims, in 2012, we encourage
you to: 1) report early, 2) as often as you
need to, and 3) remember, in any claims
matter, Telcom provides information and help
for our policyholders. We really are “only a
phone call or email away” and, if you have any
questions or need additional information and
resources; please visit the Telcom website:
www.TelcomInsGrp.com or contact Cheri by
calling: 800-222-4664x1082 or emailing clc@
telcominsgrp.com.

Early reporting
and prompt
intervention by
the insurance
carrier’s claims
department has
a positive impact
on overall
claim results.
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set a date that you would like to receive your
quote from the insurer. It usually arrives on
time and once it does, you take a few days to
get around to reviewing it. Your agent either
visits or sets up a conference call with you to
review the quote. This review focuses on what
is being provided and you are informed about
the latest enhancements that the insurer has
added to your policy. There may or may not
be some premium negotiation and then your
coverage is bound. This cycle changes a bit if
you have more than one quote but not much.
Could your renewal process be more effective
if there was some level of planning, strategy,
and setting of a goal to accomplish in this
process? If not, then success determined by
simply renewing coverage and that appears to
be lacking a lot. Is renewing coverage a false
positive? I think it is! I have started to work
with my clients, the day after they renew,
literally in some cases, to set an insurance
goal and an annual work plan that will
support their organizational goals. There are
checkpoints throughout the year to make sure
we accomplish it by the time their current
policies expire. The goals are measurable
and sometimes there are multiple ways to
reach them. When there are various ways to
achieve success, insureds and I get a better
understanding of what is important to them
by exploring the options and the positive and
negative effect of each. When it is all done
a real partnership has been formed and a
strategy is in place to reach a measurable goal
and false success becomes a real thing of the
past.
Speaking of success with regard to your
insurance company, National Telcom
Corporation, I am pleased to report that our
initial year-end 2011 financial results show
a solid company that is financially strong
and on target to meet its budgeted financial
goals for the year. The results and strength
come from the fact that business is transacted
efficiently but also they reflect on the quality of
relationship with customers that lead to long
standing partnerships. Efficient operations

means helping our insureds manage the
proper combination of risk and insurance
held in a portfolio that allows them to spend
their money on covering areas of exposure
that concern them most generating favorable
economic results. Customers become family
and part of a community environment where
the group shares ownership and exclusive of
control of the Telcom Insurance Group with
peers. These things create the foundation of a
strong and healthy business.
As of year-end, 258 insureds, or stated in
another manner over 2000 insured companies,
which is approximately 46% of the total
National Telecommunications Cooperative
Association (NTCA) membership, placed
coverage through the Telcom Insurance
Group because of our expertise in exposure
recognition, loss minimization, coverage
solutions, and claims assistance. This is a true
testament to the way business is conducted,
which is professionally but with a personal
touch driven by a sincere care for those
protected. The choice should be made on the
partnership possibility that exists, as much as
any factor, and the relationship should have
measurable goals, as I have already covered,
to judge success upon.
The Telcom staff and I are extremely grateful
for the opportunity to care for the members
of the NTCA. Your trust is appreciated.
Any feedback on how we might forge better
partnerships with you are welcomed because
it helps the company continue to develop and
grow. It is very clear to all of us that where you
insure your telecommunications business has
always been a matter of trust, and the staff
and I seek to earn that trust each year.
In 2012, I hope to meet many of you at NTCA
events, Statewide meetings, and on personal
visits to your offices where we can discuss the
true meaning of an insurance partnership. The
Telcom Insurance Group has a proud history
and legacy that continues to grow and deepen.
Thank you for your support and making this
possible.

Could your
renewal process
be more effective
if there was some
level of planning,
strategy, and
setting of a goal
to accomplish in
this process?
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Human Resources Matters
By Marilyn A. Blake, AU, CRM

It’s Time to Post the OSHA 300A Log Summary
(February-April)

T

he Occupational Safety & Health
Administration (OSHA) is an agency
of the Department of Labor, and the
Act was signed into law by Richard Nixon
on 12/29/70. Its sole responsibility is to
provide workers safety and health protection
while on the job. OSHA applies to all
private-sector employers/employees in the
50 states and all territories and jurisdictions
under federal authority that have 10 or
more employees or are in a high hazard job
category. Telecommunications is considered
high hazard. It does NOT cover: self
employed, immediate members of farming
families, or state/federal employees. OSHA’s
mission is to send every worker home whole
and healthy each day by providing safety and
health information, training, and assistance
to workers and employees.
The OSHA requirement of recordkeeping
includes the OSHA 300 log, 301 incident
report, and 300a Summary sheet of the log.
Some key components of the 300 log are:
• It is for a specific calendar year (January
to December regardless of your fiscal
year)
• Injuries/illnesses must be recorded, once
you are made aware, within 7 calendar
days of the incident
• If the situation changes from the original
recorded information, draw a line
through the original entry and check off
new information as appropriate
• There is a 180 calendar day “cap” on
each individual injury/illness (includes
weekends and holidays not just work
days. It does not include the day of the
injury)

• The Employer must keep the 300 log for
5 years following the year to which it
pertains
• Recordkeeping should be done for each
work site; contact your state specifically
for definition of work site
• Do not send the completed forms to
OSHA unless requested to do so
• The 300A Summary must be posted
from Feb. 1-April 30 in a conspicuous
place
• Totals of all categories
• SIC Code:  Telephone Communications
=481
• NAICS:  517--• Total the number of employees and
total hours worked (include part-time,
seasonal, temporary)
• Must be certified/signed by a company
executive/officer/general manager
Have questions?
OSHA has a “frequently asked questions”
section at their website, www.osha.gov that
you can use to find an answer to most of your
questions. Or, if you have questions, please
contact Marilyn Blake at 301-220-1085 and I’ll
be happy to help in any way that I can.
NTCA’s OSHA 10-Hour Certification
Class
This is just one of the topics that will be
addressed when we host the 2012 NTCA
OSHA 10-Hour Certification Class in Seattle,
WA on June 13-14, 2012—right after the HR
Conference. Watch for more details to come.

Its sole
responsibility
is to provide
workers safety
and health
protection while
on the job.
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Underwriting Matters
By Jennifer J. Jurik

Uninsured/Underinsured MotoristThe Great Debate Continues

T

he experts have been debating this
coverage for years. To carry or not to
carry Uninsured/Underinsured (UM/
UIM) coverage…that is the question. But while
the debate continues, the statistics are rising
and clearly illustrate the impact the economic
downturn has had across the board. The
estimated percentage of uninsured motorist
stood at 13.8% in 2009, which translates to
about 1 in 7 drivers across the country are
uninsured. Your company probably isn’t one
of the seven, but if you live in Mississippi, New
Mexico, Tennessee, Oklahoma or Florida, your
chances of crossing paths with someone who
is, increases daily. Making sure you financially
safeguard your business and your employees is
essential. Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist
coverage can help accomplish this.
If an uninsured driver plows into one of your
company’s commercial vehicles, who pays the
repair bills and potential medical expenses?
Let’s say your company requires employees
to get behind the wheel as part of the job and
while out performing a job-related task, one
of your workers is struck by an uninsured
driver and is severely injured, leaving your
employee with $62,000 in medical-related
costs. Who pays those bills if the other party
doesn’t have insurance? The answer is your
Commercial Automobile policy does, if
you’ve elected to carry Uninsured Motorist
Coverage. It covers the costs associated with
an auto accident caused by an uninsured
driver for both Bodily Injury and Property
Damage, up to your policy limits. I know,
you’re probably thinking, “well Workers
Compensation would cover that”, and likely
it would provide coverage dependent upon
state law and the policy provisions. However,
Uninsured Motorist coverage would provide
coverage above and beyond what wouldn’t be
covered by the Workers Compensation policy.

Now let’s say that same driver was following
the state laws and did have Automobile
insurance but was cruising around with only
the state required minimum limits? Your
damage is $25,000 and they only have $15,000
coverage on their policy. What happens
now? Well, this is when your Underinsured
Motorist coverage would kick in. Your carrier
would pay the difference of the $10,000 and
you could focus on getting your business back
up and running.
Sure, in both cases mentioned above, you
could go through the legalities of filing suit
against the Uninsured or Underinsured driver.
You could take legal action, but you’d need to
collect on a successful lawsuit. I mean think
about it, if that driver is willing to drive around
with little or no insurance, what are the odds
that you’ll be able to collect compensation for
the amount you are owed? Not likely! Plus,
there’s the hassle and time associated with
filing the lawsuit and going through the court
system.
To Carry or not to Carry, therein
again lies the infamous question…
Our answer: If your company is financially
stable and is able to easily absorb blows such
as the ones mentioned above, perhaps you
can get by without Uninsured/Underinsured
Motorist protection. Are you willing to take
that risk in today’s economic climate? One of
the principles of risk management is to not risk
a lot for a little. UM/UIM coverage definitely
falls into this category. Take a minute to
ponder that thought and when you’re done,
contact Telcom at TIG@telcominsgrp.com
or 800-222-4664 so we can place this valuable
coverage for you today.

One of the
principles of
risk management
is to not risk a
lot for a little.
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Fun Facts:
With President’s Day coming up, we thought
these were interesting Presidental facts:
•

BARACK OBAMA is our 44th president, but there
actually have only been 43 presidents: Cleveland was
elected for two nonconsecutive terms and is counted
twice, as our 22nd and 24th president.

•

EIGHT PRESIDENTS were born British subjects:
Washington, J. Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, J.
Q. Adams, Jackson, and W. Harrison.

•

•

•

EIGHT PRESIDENTS never attended college:
Washington, Jackson, Van Buren, Taylor, Fillmore,
Lincoln, A. Johnson, and Cleveland. The college that
has the most presidents as alumni (seven in total)
is Harvard: J. Adams, J. Q. Adams, T. Roosevelt, F.
Roosevelt, Rutherford B. Hayes, J. F. Kennedy, and
George W. Bush.

VICE PRESIDENTS were originally the presidential
candidates receiving the second-largest number of
electoral votes. The Twelfth Amendment, passed in
1804, changed the system so that the electoral college
voted separately for president and vice president. The
presidential candidate, however, gradually gained
power over the nominating convention to choose his
own running mate.

•

PRESIDENTS WHO would be considered “Washington
outsiders” (i.e., the 18 presidents who never served in
Congress) are: Washington, J. Adams, Jefferson, Taylor,
Grant, Arthur, Cleveland, T. Roosevelt, Taft, Wilson,
Coolidge, Hoover, F. Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Carter,
Reagan, Clinton, and G. W. Bush.

FOR TWO YEARS the nation was run by a president
and a vice president who were not elected by the
people. After Vice President Spiro T. Agnew resigned
in 1973, President Nixon appointed Gerald Ford as vice
president. Nixon resigned the following year, which left
Ford as president, and Ford’s appointed vice president,
Nelson Rockefeller, as second in line.

•

PRESIDENTS LINCOLN, Garfield, McKinley, and
Kennedy were assassinated in office.

•

THE TERM “First Lady” was used first in 1849 when
President Zachary Taylor called Dolley Madison “First
Lady” at her state funeral. It gained popularity in 1877
when used in reference to Lucy Ware Webb Hayes.
Most First Ladies, including Jackie Kennedy, are said to
have hated the label.

•

JAMES BUCHANAN was the only president never
to marry. Five presidents remarried after the death of
their first wives——two of whom, Tyler and Wilson,
remarried while in the White House. Reagan was the
only divorced president. Six presidents had no children.
Tyler——father of fifteen——had the most.

•

ASSASSINATION ATTEMPTS were made on the lives
of Jackson, T. Roosevelt, F. Roosevelt, Truman, Nixon,
Ford, Carter, Reagan, G. H. W. Bush, Clinton, and G. W.
Bush.

•

THE MOST COMMON religious affiliation among
presidents has been Episcopalian, followed by
Presbyterian.

•

THE ANCESTRY of all 44 presidents is limited to the
following heritages, or some combination thereof:
Dutch, English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh, Swiss, German ,
and African.

•

THE OLDEST president inaugurated was Reagan (age
69); the youngest was Kennedy (age 43). Theodore
Roosevelt, however, was the youngest man to become
president——he was 42 when he succeeded McKinley,
who had been assassinated.

•

THE TALLEST president was Lincoln at 6’4”; at 5’4”,
Madison was the shortest.

•

•

FOURTEEN PRESIDENTS served as vice presidents:
J. Adams, Jefferson, Van Buren, Tyler, Fillmore, A.
Johnson, Arthur, T. Roosevelt, Coolidge, Truman,
Nixon, L. Johnson, Ford, and George Bush.

EIGHT PRESIDENTS died in office: W. Harrison
(after having served only one month), Taylor, Lincoln,
Garfield, McKinley, Harding, F. Roosevelt, and Kennedy.

•

PRESIDENTS ADAMS, Jefferson, and Monroe all died
on the 4th of July; Coolidge was born on that day.

•

KENNEDY AND TAFT are the only presidents buried
in Arlington National Cemetery.

Winter Weather
Safety
The Importance of Hydration
and Winter Activities
T rying

to
attain a comfortable body
temperature during the winter is
one of the hardest things to
achieve. You are too hot from all
the layers you have packed on,
but attempt to take one off and
you find yourself freezing to
death. While trying to find the
magic balance between cold and
hot, we often disregard the importance of taking the necessary
precautions to ensure proper
health and safety during winter
months. One of the precautions
most often overlooked is proper
hydration.
We are definitely not as inclined to intake fluids during the
winter as during the hot summer
months, because we do not appear to be as active and we are
not exposed to extreme heat.
However, contrary to popular

Did you know our:
•

bones are 22% water.

•

muscles are 75% water.

•

blood is 83% water.

•

lungs are 93% water.

•

brains are 95% water.

•

body is 96% water.

belief it remains just as vital to
keep properly hydrated. In the
winter we lose fluids in different
ways, starting with the silly little
nuisance of having to go to the
bathroom every time we get
cold. The extra fluid loss causes
a decrease in plasma volume,
thickens the blood, and causes a
decrease in blood flow and
therefore heat delivery to the
extremities, such as the hands
and feet, increasing the risk of
frostbite.
By keeping yourself properly
hydrated you also do yourself
the favor of flushing out the
toxins that potentially could
cause a nasty cold or the flu.
Some symptoms of dehydration include fatigue, dizziness,
and headaches. To avoid dehydration you should drink at least
8 cups of fluids daily. In the
wintertime, hot drinks like hot

TELCOM

INSURANCE
G RO U P
6301 IVY LN., SUITE 506
G R E E N BE L T , M D 2 0 7 7 0
W W W . T E L C O M I N S G R P . CO M
T I G @ T E L C O M I N S G R P . CO M

(800) 222-4664 (MAIN)
(301) 474-619 6 (FAX)

Symptoms of Dehydration:
Lethargy
Fatigue
Cramping in arms or legs
Headaches
chocolate, coffee and tea are
ideal treats. You have to remember though that drinks that
contain caffeine, which is a
diuretic, actually work to
eliminate fluid found in the
body. If you drink a lot of caffeinated beverages, drink more
water in addition to replenish
your fluid levels. NEVER wait
to drink something until you are
thirsty, because the “thirst
mechanism” only kicks in after
dehydration has set in.

Lack of focus, Dizziness
Dry skin or lips
Reduced amounts of urine
with a dark yellow coloring

“Tricks of the Trade” to Having Perfect ...

T

here are two things that are
truly amazing about sweet little
Cupid: 1) managing not to poke
someone in the eye with one of
his arrows; 2) managing to keep
that perfect, ruby red smile on his
face, despite the arctic season he
got stuck to work with. I don’t
know about you, but when I try
to crack a smile during the winter
I literally crack a smile – all courtesy of chapped lips… So how
to remedy the situation in
preparation for Valentines Day
and the spring ahead?

For starters, don’t lick the
problem… Licking your lips is
the worst thing you can do because it increases chapping. Another common problem is that lip
lickers also tend to be lip biters. By
biting your lips you remove the
protective layer of skin that helps
keep moisture in.
Water those dry cells… drinking lots of water not only keeps
you from dehydration, it also
replenishes the moisture in your
lips to keep them from chapping
in the cold. As you age, your

cells’ ability to retain moisture
decreases, which means that it
takes more water to keep them
moist.
Moisturize the atmosphere… Keeping a humidifier
around during the winter also
helps to counteract not only
winter dryness but also the
chapping effects of those bitter
cold winter winds.
And never forget... For extra
soft protection, pamper your

lips with a good lip balm.

6301 Ivy Lane, Suite 506
Greenbelt, MD 20770

Telcom Matters
We would like to welcome the following new members
to our Telcom P&C and/or D&O family: Vroom
Wireless, LLC (OK); SCTG, LLC. (SC); OTZ
Telephone Coop. (AK); Southeastern IN Rural
Telephone Coop dba SEI Communications (IN);
and Harron Communications, LP (PA). We also
added a new member to the Stay Connected family:
Cascade Access, LLC dba Reliance Connects (OR/
NV).
• Upcoming Holidays: Our offices will be closed on
Monday, February 20st for the Presdients’ Day
holiday. Please report all claims directly to the
carrier. If you need claims reporting phone/fax
numbers, please dial our main line at 301-220-3200
for a complete listing.
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We offer our Congratulations to the following Telcom
family members:
• Robbie Allen, of People Telephone Coop. (TX) is
retiring at the end of January. We’re super jealous
and happy for him…all at the same time. Watch
out Bass Pro Shops!
• Ginger Brandon, of Peoples Telephone Coop (TX)
is retiring in February. We’ll miss her and Robert at
our RMCs.
• Chris Lehner, formally of JSI, was recently
awarded the 2011 Associate Member Outstanding
Achievement Award from NTCA. It preceded
his retirement recently. We’ve enjoyed knowing
and working with Chris throughout the years and
know he’ll be off golfing somewhere fabulous in
retirement.
We offer condolences to the following Telcom family
members:
• Charlie Peterson, an owner of Tenino Telephone
(WA), passed away in December. Our prayers are
with the family.

